Di ¨«J xy3, ¬ -/® ,Q DW31 DO ¯° 4: O5PQ Di # jY k1 ±Y y3: §$ :. eN, i %& [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] k -( D² 4/ °³´ clµe¡3 4+, ( , !3MN ( , ¶£ · 4 ¸¹ 4: ' ] 8 K/ 4:. e !i S ] º! » ª.²Q ¼3 i k º ^»+, k½35 £3 ¯°+, XYZ k½3@ ¤~+, ¾a:. e¿, S ( sÀ´ D3@ ;. º ^»+, @f «J xy3:. 2, 3, 6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [3] [4] [5] [8] [9] [10] 12, 14, 16, 19, 27 ò ]ó ¬]óTU: ¨© ]óRÅ= ^_a . © ]ó} , ¬]ó} , D.
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ô 'TU: ¨© AE (|) wjõ(ð, ñ ' UR)Å= ^_a .
© AE (|) wjõ(ð,ñ ' U R) t/N5 L9+} , t/Ú+} , D. 3, 6, 8, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 27 !"# $. Gagné u GH Â# ;. Ë P ¬( IJ3 y3: 53F:. (76) 69 (86) 57 (71) 44 (55) 3 (4) 37 (46) 58 (72) 42(53) 63(79) 0( 0) Chemical property 17 (21) 8(10) 19 (24) 32 (40) 75 (94) 38 (48) 19 (24) 34 (43) 13 (16) 76 (95) The others 2 ( 3) 3( 4) 4 ( 5) 4 ( 5) 2 ( 2) 5( 6) 3( 4) 4( 4) 
